MINUTES

ASH Redesign Housing Work Group
Friday, April 29, 2022 • 2:00 – 3:00pm • Conference Call

Agenda
1. Welcome
2. Matrix Review and Recommendations Part 1
3. Close

Attendees
Cory Morris, Ashley Trust, Spencer, Andries, Sydney Harris, Alison Engbreton, Suzy Brady, Marilyn Hartman, Shaun Lee, Helen Eisert, Melissa Shearer, Sonja Burns, Dawn Handley

Minutes
Welcome
Group was welcomed and agenda was reviewed. A brief introduction to Jamboards was provided.

Matrix Review and Recommendations Part 1
Shared “map” of themes from all previous meetings. Focus was on most needed housing at this time and keeping solutions person centered. Shared services and systems map for ASH Continuum of Care area. Group then reviewed residential and housing discharge options for the catchment area. Member suggested trying to obtain outcome data for housing and discharge options. Group discussed the need to clarify definitions of different types of housing. Group discussed gaps in map, including specific needs for those with IDD and anosognosia. Group moved on to reviewing individual counties within the catchment. A member provided clarification around vouchers and the PATH services. Group discussed whether HCBS-AMH is considered part of the step down, suggested the group decide on whether it should be included in step down housing. Group discussed pilot program currently in Williamson county, would like additional details regarding the program.

Close
Next meeting will occur on Tuesday, May 3rd. A member recommended sending out slides prior to meeting so the group can spend more time discussing vs reading the slides.